Your partner in the field of

escape games
Our passion - Your business

About us
We have been running game rooms in Budapest since 2014.
Our concepts quickly became popular and we got many requests
from abroad to build rooms. In the past 3 years we gained great
experience in game developing and installation.
We offer complex solutions to our partners interested in escape game
business. Our service covers the full vertical process of game room
building from the original game design to instalment.
We can also provide management support in operation if needed.
Our team consists of professional experts so that we could meet all
the unique requirements of our clients.

Original game design

All of our games are self-developed and adapted for special client needs.

Authentic atmosphere

We put emphasis on professional room design to give realistic experience to the players.

Special mechanical and electrical devices

We use special, self-developed devices to increase the uniqueness of the rooms.

Camera and sound system

We are able to deliver the full electronic background system for game management.

On-site installation

We are ready to travel to our clients and build up the rooms personally.

Training and support

We provide personal training and online support for your stuff.

WHITE room
Difficulty level: hard

A very special game room with minimalistic design providing the pure
essence of escape games and puzzles.

During the game players continuously
discover the room which seems
to be empty for the first sight.
Puzzles require clear logic and
combination skills.

mafia Room
Difficulty level: Medium

A room from the ‘50s with authentic design and storyline with
handmade furniture and boxes.

Players have to complete
Don Francesco’s mysterious request,
before the police get there.
To solve the task they need
ingenuity and sometimes real out
of the box way of thinking.

Prison Room
Difficulty level: Medium

This room gives a special experience for those who ever imagined
how it feels like to escape from a real prison cell.

They can only use the clues and
devices the previous prisoner
left them. The athmosphere of
the room is very realistic thanks to
the strong bars, metal floor and
painted walls.

Alchimist room
Difficulty level: Medium

This room brings the players back to the beginning of the past century
when a geologist discovered a hidden alchimist lab under the ground.

He found the description of the gold
maker machine and decided to
build it up in his office at a secret
place. After a century his descendants
- the players - get the opportunity
to step into his office that had been
closed to the public, find the gold
maker machine and try it.
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